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Introduction
Functional properties of biological macromolecules call nowadays for
increased attention. Applied studies in this field become one of the main
focuses of modern science. Sphere of interest moved to the functional
polymers (superabsorbents, membranes, etc.), whereas before ca. 1980s
the chemical industry produced mostly structural polymer materials such
as elastomers and plastics. Functional polymers tend to solve more and
more complex problems, so that the class of the so called ”smart” polymers
is widely discussed in scientific periodicals. Polymer systems for controlled
drug release, polymers sensitive to various external fields are attributed to
this class. The search for new problems for the polymers to solve naturally leads to the example of the biopolymers such as proteins, DNA, and
RNA that have the most complex structure and functions. Studying the
mechanisms of their functioning is important both to understand the life
activities of living cells and to enable reproduction of these mechanisms in
artificial polymer systems. This so called biomimetic approach is widely
discussed in scientific literature over the recent years [1, 2].
We can have a look at another aspect of this problem. Studying the
activity mechanisms of biological copolymers is a very complex problem.
However, the predecessors of modern biological polymers probably had
simpler structure and functions during the early stages of biomolecular
evolution. Therefore studying the models of the possible ways of biomolecular evolution can help to develop synthetic polymers with new useful
properties.
The sequence of monomer links in biological polymers is unique. It
developed in the evolution process so as to ensure the reachability of the
molecule’s native conformation. On the other hand, the sequences of most
synthesized copolymers are random and have a Markovian statistics. Synthesizing artificial copolymers with non-random sequence adapted to perform certain functions and similar to biological polymers in their complex5

ity is an important problem.
A technique for synthesis of copolymers with better characteristics of
coil-globule transition than those of random copolymers was suggested in
Refs. [3, 4]. Such copolymers with a specially arranged sequence have
higher temperature of coil-globule transition, while the transition itself
is more abrupt and leads to the formation of a more compact globule
with lower energy. Besides, copolymers obtained with this technique have
the following important property: they do not precipitate after forming
the globule, because they have dangling loops of hydrophilic links. The
authors believe that this technique could have been applied ”by chance”
by the Nature itself and have played its role at the stage of prebiological
evolution.
The present work is aimed at further development of the concept of
conformation-dependent design of polymer sequences. The first Chapter
gives a review of literature on this subject. Further three Chapters treat
on the three following ways to modify this model:
1. Other rules of using the ”parent” globular conformation for the preparation of the primary sequence. Membrane proteins form the large protein class following the globular proteins. Membrane proteins are located in the lipid bilayer, i.e. membrane surrounding the cell, and play
a variety of functions: from informational (e.g., antigens) to transport
ones. Copolymers that roughly model the structure of membrane proteins are considered in the second Chapter. The scheme of primary
sequence design uses the principle of flat layer separation in the center
of the globule conformation.
2. Introduction into the model of additional interactions. Introduction
of other interaction types in addition to the routinely used volume
interaction can influence the properties of the synthesized polymers.
Hydrogen bonds are known to play an important role in the formation of secondary and tertiary structure of proteins. Since the hydro6

gen bonds are difficult to account for correctly, a model of saturating
bonds [6] was used. This rather simple model was however successfully
applied for modelling some of the properties of RNA [7]. Protein-like
copolymers containing links, which can form saturating bonds, are
considered in the third Chapter.
3. Accounting for the details of monomer link structure in the model.
Yet another property of protein-like copolymers mentioned in Refs.
[3, 4] is the ability of the chains not to aggregate in solutions when
the solvent is rather poor. This problem was studied in Ref. [8] in
the frame of the standard HP model, and the result was negative.
Protein-like copolymers aggregated exactly like random copolymers.
The difference was found only in the characteristic scale of microphase
separation. The aggregation behavior of copolymers in the frame of
a more complex model was studied in Chapter 4. The model first
introduced in Ref. [9] predicts a qualitative difference between the
copolymers with different statistics.
The aim of this dissertation is studying the influence of the factors
discussed above on the conformation properties of model copolymers. In
particular, the attention is focused on the copolymer’s ability of returning
to the conformation more or less close to the initial ”parent” conformation,
i.e. the conformation of the chain at the moment of design (creation,
preparation) of the primary sequence.
Computer simulation was the main method used in this study. This
method plays an important role in studying copolymer systems with various statistics of the primary sequence. This is due to the complexity of the
theoretical description of such systems and to the difficulties encountered
in setting the real experiment because of a large number of free parameters
in such systems. Computer experiment allows to study the model system
in a wide range of many parameters in a rather short time.
7

1

Review

1.1

Theoretical description of heteropolymers

The main efforts of researchers were for a long time aimed at describing
the properties of homopolymers, and in particular, the coil-globule transition. A number of papers treating the subject of the equilibrium properties
of the polymer chain have been published [10, 11, 12, 13]. Now the theory
of the equilibrium properties of homopolymers can be considered well developed. The research of homopolymer kinetics began later, but now this
subject is also well studied [10, 14, 15, 16].
The next stage of research in this direction was quite logically the study
of copolymers, i.e. polymers containing several monomer types with different interaction potentials. Studying the properties of such objects is yet
another step towards understanding the phenomenon of biopolymer folding
or compactification observed in proteins, DNA, and other molecules [17].
One of the first approaches to the problem of heteropolymer behavior
suggested in Ref. [18] was based on the random-energy model [19]. This
model being, generally speaking, incorrect, is however suitable for studying
compact conformations or, in other words, the regime of strong attraction
of monomer units. It was shown that even this model can account for the
continuum of energy levels and individual discrete levels for lower energies.
This means that the conformation into which the copolymer transforms on
cooling is unique even for random copolymers. Unfortunately, despite the
similarity to the properties of proteins with their basic (”native”) conformation, this model yields too small distance (∼ N 1/2 ) between the discrete
energy levels for copolymer conformations. Thus even a slight change in
the interaction potential of monomer units can lead to a change of the
8

basic conformation. This property predicted by this model for copolymers
differs significantly from that of real proteins. The ability of real proteins
to retain their basic conformation even under large variations of external
conditions is well known.
Another approach was suggested in Refs. [20, 21, 22, 23]. In this series
of papers the authors developed a technique for describing the kinetics
of heteropolymers. Phase diagram for a random copolymer is given in
Ref. [22]. Paper [23] generalizes the technique for copolymers with any
given sequence of monomer chains. Phase diagrams for several sequence
types were also given (Fig. 1, 2). Phase diagrams were obtained in terms of
the averaged second virial coefficient u(2) and amphiphility ∆. The second
virial coefficient of interaction of two monomer units i and j is given by
the following formula
1
(2)
uij = ū(2) + (Ii + Ij ),
2

X

Ii = 0,

(1.1)

i

Ii is determined as Ii = ∆σi , where σi can assume one of the three values:
−1, 1, and 0 for hydrophobic, hydrophilic, and ”neutral” monomer units,
respectively.
When amphiphility increases, in strong attraction region the copolymer
becomes a microphase separated globule (MPS) instead of a liquid globule formed by a homopolymer. This means that space rearrangement of
monomer units occurs, so that units tend to get closer to the units of the
same type and to move away from other units. This transition results in a
potential energy decrease and an increase of the radius of inertia. The transition from coil to MPS-globule is a first order phase transition for a block
copolymer with long blocks (curve I in Figure 1). However, MPS-globule
conformation is disadvantageous for block copolymers with short blocks.
This makes the situation more complex. Microphase separation is inhibited
due to the proximity of monomer units of different types along the chain.
Strongest competition between the energetically advantageous attraction
9

Figure 1. Phase diagram of a copolymer with sequence 10(aaabbb) in terms

of averaged second virial coefficient u(2) and amphiphility ∆. For large
values of ∆ the compactification transition becomes discontinuous (curve
0

00

I) and is accompanied by microphase separation. Curves I and I are
spinodals [23].
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Figure 2. Phase diagram of a copolymer with sequence 30(ab) in terms of

averaged second virial coefficient u(2) and amphiphility ∆ [23].

11

and entropic repulsion leads to the formation of many metastable states
with energy and radius of inertia intermediate between those characteristic
for coil and MPS-globule. The number of such states grows exponentially
with the increase of chain length. This makes it practically impossible to
determine the stability range for each of these states. Therefore all such
states were considered as a single phase (see Fig. 2). This phase was called
frozen because each state consists of several segments of the chain united in
a MPS cluster. Hydrophilic shell of each small cluster and a high entropic
barrier prevents merging of the small clusters into a single one.
Later this approach was generalized for the case of several chains [24].
It was shown that heteropolymers have additional thermodynamic states
formed by association of several separate chains. This effect is characteristic for heteropolymers with rather strong competing interactions. Clusters
formed by several chains in a homopolymer solution always have higher
free energy than the precipitate or gas of separate globules, therefore such
states cannot be stable. The term ”mesoglobules” was introduced to describe the low-dispersion (or exactly equal in the mean field approximation)
mesoscopic globules, i.e. globules consisting of more than one and less than
all the chains. Phase diagram for four copolymer chains with composition
(ab)6 is shown in Figure 3. Mesoglobule phase can be observed only in case
of a rather high amphiphility, i.e. it is a specific property of heteropolymers
with strong competing interactions.
1.2

Sequence design

Since it was found that a random copolymer could not be a good model
for proteins, it became clear that a more sophisticated way to obtain a
sequence of polymer with properties similar to those of proteins should be
found. The problem of creating such sequences was called sequence design
problem.
12

Figure 3. Phase diagram of a solution of M = 4 copolymer chains with com-

position (ab)6 in terms of the second virial coefficient u(2) and amphiphility
∆.
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The problem of sequence engineering consists in finding an appropriate
sequence of aminoacids such that would ensure a given spatial conformation
after the coil-globule transition. In other words, this means the search for
aminoacid sequence having a given conformation with high probability:
³
´
H({σi },{ri0 })
exp −
kT
P (T ) =
,
(1.2)
Z({σi })
where {σi } is an aminoacid sequence, {ri0 } is the native conformation given
by the coordinates of all the units, H is the hamiltonian function of the
chain, and Z is the statistical sum of the chain
µ
¶
X
H({σi }, {ri })
Z({σi }) =
exp −
.
kT

(1.3)

{ri }

An exact solution of this problem is very demanding and lies outside the
capabilities of modern computers, because it requires searching both the
aminoacid sequences (search of the configuration space) and the possible
conformations for each sequence (search of the conformation space) to find
Z. Application of stochastic techniques for finding the minimum instead
of direct search makes the problem much easier. Since the function to
be optimized is smooth, any technique is applicable, e.g. Monte Carlo
method. The approximation that does not require the search of both configuration space and conformation space can give yet greater economy of
computational resources.
One of such approaches was suggested in Refs. [25, 26]. It consists in
substitution of the optimization criterion P (T ) with g = E − Ec , where
E = H({σi }, {ri0 }) is the energy of the chain in the native conformation,
and Ec is the lower boundary of the continuum given by the arbitrary
energy model [19]. Ec is self-averaging value that depends only on the
protein composition. Thus there is no need of searching the conformation
space. This approach to computer simulation allowed to design sequences
that folded into unique conformations. It has also drawbacks that were in
14

part removed by later papers. Thus, the aminoacidic composition should
have been kept constant in the initial method in order to prevent an irreversible transition to the homopolymer state. This necessitated making
an additional search for an aminoacidic composition optimal for ensuring
transition into a given conformation. Authors of Refs. [27, 28] suggested
to substitute the criterion g with Z = (E − Eav )/D, where E is the chain
energy in the native conformation, Eav is the interaction energy averaged
over all conformations, and D is interaction energy dispersion. Eav and D
depend only on the composition.
Another technique for sequence engineering is ”imprinting” procedure
suggested by V.S. Pande, A.Yu. Grossberg, and T. Tanaka [29]. The principle of this procedure is clarified by Figure 4. A set (1) of monomers
is taken and the mixture is allowed to reach the equilibrium state (2).
Conformation that would be native (so we hope) is chosen (3). Then polymerization of monomers (2) along the conformation (3) is performed. This
results in the globule (4) with a rather small energy, because it was formed
by monomers located in equilibrium positions, i.e. in a low-energy state.
This is ground to believe that this energy is minimal, and after the globule
unfolding (5) the molecule can return to the same globular conformation.
A general approach based on the analogy with the classical thermodynamics was suggested in Ref. [30]. Energy of the system in a microcanonical
ensemble is chosen. The analogue of this action in sequence design is creation of a sequence with a given energy of the native state ENS . Canonical
ensemble with a fixed temperature of the system is a more suitable object
to consider in the frame of thermodynamics. Therefore it is possible to
control the native state energy using a certain effective energy Tdes , and
not to set it directly. In other words, by choosing the target conformation
∗, for Hamiltonian E∗ = H(seq, ∗) we get a canonical ensemble, such that

15

Figure 4. ”Imprinting” technique.

the probability of obtaining a certain sequence:
¸ (X
·
¸)−1
·
H(seq, ∗)
H(seq, ∗)
(0)
∗
(0)
Pseq
,
Pseq
exp −
= Pseq
exp −
Tdes
T
des
seq

(1.4)

(0)

where Pseq is the probability of obtaining the sequence in case of a purely
random preparation.
Thus we characterize the canonical ensemble of sequences by the temperature Tdes : at high Tdes we deal with a practically unchanged random
sequence, whereas at low Tdes we get a sequence with a rather low-lying
16

ground state. The average energy of the ground state can be calculated
using the following formula:
·
¸
δB 2
hE∗ i = Q B̄ −
,
(1.5)
Tdes
where B̄ and δB are the parameters of the distribution of the second virial
coefficient B of the set of the monomer units, and Q is the number of
contacts between the monomer units in the compact conformation. We
can see that the temperature of preparation directly influences the ground
state energy. The sensitivity of the chain to the engineering procedure
is determined by δB 2 , which is quite natural, since the effect is purely
heteropolymeric.
The behavior of the designed chain is clearly shown in the phase diagram
(Fig. 5). Region A corresponds to the random phase, the chain is similar to
a homopolymer globule, and exponentially large number of conformations
contributes to the equilibrium state. Region B is glass-like phase, similar to
the glass phase of arbitrary sequences: a single conformation not connected
to the target one dominates in the equilibrium state. Region C corresponds
to the native phase of the chain, and target conformation ∗ dominates in
the equilibrium state.
Note that these two methods are similar, and the difference consists in
the calculation of monomer interaction energy along the chain. In the first
case, in contrast to the second one, the interaction of monomer units along
the chain are omitted from the Hamiltonian of the system. The second
technique must therefore give sequences with lower energy, because the
first one optimizes the interaction energy along the chain, which does not
change in the conformation space. In case of higher total energy the energy
of spatial coupling could have been lower. Thus both these approaches are
equivalent with the accuracy to the assumptions of mean-field theory.
Both these techniques can be successfully realized in computer experiment. However, real copolymers synthesized with the sequence predicted
17

Figure 5. Phase diagram of the states of a globular heteropolymer with an engineered
sequence.

by the computer experiment do not exhibit the required properties. This
can be due to the approximations made in modelling the potential of interaction between the monomer chains in computer simulation. Realization of
the optimization technique in real experiment could have been a solution
of this problem. However, despite the seeming clarity and straightforwardness of the suggested methods, their experimental realization is not so easy
as it would seem.
A new technique, the so called conformation-dependent sequence design
has been suggested recently in Refs. [3, 4]. The essence of the technique is
as follows
(Fig. 6). Homopolymer chain is folded into a globular state (a). Then at
an arbitrary time a conformation is chosen, and a certain type is attributed
to the monomer units based on their position in the chain. These papers
studied sequences with properties close to those of proteins, which can be
simultaneously:

18

1. folded to the globular state;
2. soluble in water.
In case of homopolymers these two properties contradict each other. In
proteins this contradiction is removed by the rearrangement of monomer
units: hydrophilic aminoacids form the outer shell of the native conformation, whereas hydrophobic ones belong to the core of the globule. Therefore
in the model type A (hydrophobic) was assigned to the inner units, and
type B (hydrophilic) was assigned to the outer ones. (Fig. 6b). It was
shown that coil-globule transition occurs in polymers with such sequences
in a smaller temperature range, and the energy of the globular state is less
than that of a random copolymer.
The described system has a too small number of monomer unit types and
cannot therefore (according to Ref. [26]) transform to a unique state when
the temperature decreases. However, the system can recover in general the
initial structure: hydrophobic units are in the core, and hydrophilic units
form the outer shell. The advantage of this technique is in the relative ease
of its application in a real experiment. The recently published results of
such experiment [31, 32], show the realization of the properties predicted
by the computer simulation.
This technique has naturally a large potential of generalization. E.g., in
Ref. [5] this technique was applied to design adsorbtion tuned copolymers.

Figure 6. Engineering of a protein-like sequence.
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1.3

Bond fluctuation method.

Bond fluctuation method, i.e. the model of a chain with a fluctuating
bond length [33, 34, 35, 36, 37] was used in the present work .

Figure 7. Model of a chain with a fluctuating bond length.

Bond fluctuation method is a lattice model. A simple cubic lattice was
used in the present work. Each monomer unit of a N -unit chain is modelled
by eight nodes located in the corners of the elementary cube of the lattice
(Fig. 7). Edge length of the elementary cube determines the length unit
in computer modelling. Location of the unit in space is characterized by
the coordinates (x,y,z) of the point which are minimal among these eight
nodes. Excluded volume condition consists in the impossibility for any
two monomer units to have at least one common point. Therefore the
minimum length of the bond vector along the chain is 2. To increase the
search rate in the fluctuating bond model the set of possible bond vectors
is limited in the following way. The chain non-overlapping condition is
automatically satisfied in local motions if the new bond vectors of the
given unit performing a probe motion belong to the set of possible bond
vectors. Thus, instead of checking the following three conditions:
20

1. preserving non-overlapping of the chain
2. conservation of the excluded volume
3. inclusion of the new bond vector in the set of the allowed vectors
only the two last conditions should be checked. Two sets of vectors satisfy this requirement in case of three dimensions. The set obtained by
symmetrical coordinate rearrangement and sign inversion from the vector
set
(2, 0, 0), (2, 1, 0), (2, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1), (3, 0, 0), (3, 1, 0)
was used in the present work. The set contains 108 vectors with the following lengths:
√ √
√
2, 5, 6, 3, 10.
Local motion is performed by displacement of an arbitrarily chosen
monomer unit by a single grid spacing in the direction arbitrarily chosen among the six possible ones (parallel to one of the coordinate axes)
(see Fig. 8).

Figure 8. Example of local motion in a monomer chain.

Reptation motions are used in addition to the local motions when working with a homopolymer chain. Reptation motions are performed by deleting one monomer unit on one arbitrarily chosen chain end and adding one
21

unit to the other chain end by choosing one of the 108 possible bond vectors
along the chain. (see Fig. 9).

Figure 9. Example of reptation motion in a monomer chain. After an arbitrary choice of
a bond vector from the 108 possible ones, the monomer unit from one end of the chain is
connected with the chosen bond vector to the monomer unit located on the other chain
end.

Then the excluded volume of the resulting conformation is checked, and
new bond vectors are checked against the set of allowed bond vectors. If
these checks are successful, the resulting conformation is accepted or not
with the probability
´
³
(
Enew −Eold
, Enew > Eold
exp − kB T
(1.6)
P =
1
, Enew ≤ Eold
Each Monte Carlo step (MCS) consists of N local motion attempts,
22

where N is the unit number in the chain. In working with a homopolymer
chain 50 attempts of reptation motion were also included in the Monte
Carlo step.
The model applied in the present work allows to scan the configuration
space of the polymer chain rather effectively even with limited computational resources.

23

2

Hydrophobic-polar copolymer modelling the structure of a membrane protein

In this Chapter the scheme of conformation-dependent sequence design
of a HP -copolymer is discussed. Such copolymers can be considered as
a rough model of membrane proteins. Conformation of a homopolymer
globule is used as a ”parent” conformation for the ”coloring” procedure,
i.e. assigning two types, H and P , to the monomer units in the chain. The
criterion of coloring, however, differs from that suggested in the original
papers of the authors of this approach [3, 4].
2.1

Model and algorithm

Monte-Carlo technique and the well-known lattice model of a chain with
fluctuating bond length [33, 34, 35, 36, 37] are used in this paper. Chain
containing N monomer units is considered. Reptation motions in addition
to the local ones were used at the initial stage of the ”coloring” procedure
to reduce the chain relaxation time.
The potential of volume interaction between the units is introduced in
the modelling process according to the so called hydrophobic-polar (HP)
model [26]. Energy εαβ (where α, β = H, P is the monomer unit type)
is attributed to each pair of units coming into direct contact, i.e. located
at a distance from each other, which is less than a certain interaction
radius (Fig. 10). Energies of pairs of monomer units are summed to obtain
P
the energy of the given conformation E =
εαi αj , where the summing is
ij

performed over all the pairs located within the first coordination cube, and
αi is the type of the ith unit.
Interaction given by the following potential: εP P = 0, εHP = 0, εHH =
−1 was used in the original HP model. This corresponds to the attraction
24

between hydrophobic H-units. In the present work the HP model with
superimposed attraction between all unit types is used, so that the resulting
set of energies has the following form: εP P = −1, εHP = −1, εHH = −2.

Figure 10. Monomer units located within the sphere of action of the interaction potential
of the given unit.

One Monte Carlo step (MCS) consists of N attempts of moving the
monomer units. In case of a homopolymer chain 50 attempts of reptation
motion were also included into the Monte Carlo step.
Conformations studied in the present work were prepared in accordance
with the concept of conformation-dependent sequence design of AB-copolymers [3, 4]. The following considerations governed the choice of the ”coloring” procedure. The central layer of the copolymer globule modelling the
structure of a membrane protein is located in the lipid bilayer and therefore
is formed mostly by hydrophobic aminoacids. Hydrophilic aminoacids are
located mostly in the side hemispheres contacting the solvent outside the
cell and within it.
The initial homopolymer macromolecule in a coil state (Fig. 11, a) is
25

a chain without self-crossing. Then the macromolecule collapses into a
globule (b) at temperature T = 2 (in relative energy units connected to
the chosen interaction potential), which is below the temperature of the
coil-globule transition for the homopolymer chain.
Then type H (hydrophobic) is assigned to the units in the thin layer, and
type P (hydrophilic) is assigned to the rest of the units (c). Layer thickness
is chosen so that to ensure the required composition: 30% chains of type
H and 70% of P -type chains. This the HP -copolymer with the sequence
modelling the structure of a membrane protein is ready for further studies
(d).

Figure 11. Preparation of an HP -copolymer sequence modelling the spatial structure of
a membrane protein.

The study was as following. First the temperature was increased to
the value of T = 6.6 relative units, which is greater than the coil-globule
transition temperature, so that the chain transforms to the coil state. Then
the chain was cooled gradually by sequentially fixing the following values
of temperature
T = 4, 3.5, 3, 3.5, 2.
Gradual cooling of the chain was used to reduce the relaxation time,
because after an abrupt cooling the chain often gets into a local minimum
corresponding to a conformation with several interconnected globules. Relaxation of such ”frozen” state takes a long time, and is practically impossible in a lattice model containing only local motions.
Due to the statistical character of the obtained sequences it is incorrect
to use the data corresponding to a single such sequence. The results given
26

in this work were averaged over 1000 primary sequence. Smaller statistics
(20) was used to obtain additional points in the curves describing coilglobule transition.
2.2

Coil-globule transition in an HP-copolymer modelling the
structure of a membrane protein

Temperature dependencies were obtained for the following characteristics of HP -copolymer sequences modelling the structure of a membrane
protein: average chain energy hEi (Fig. 12), average radius of inertia of
the chain hRgyr i (Fig. 13) and relative fluctuations of these parameters:
2
hRgyr
i − hRgyr i2
hE 2 i − hEi2
(Fig. 14) and
(Fig. 15). These parameters
hEi2
hRgyr i2
are compared with those of arbitrary and protein-like HP -copolymers.
The transition region Ttr ≈ 3.3 can be determined by the maximum of
parameter fluctuations. The diagrams show that the transition temperature of the chain modelling the structure of a membrane protein is lower
than that of a random copolymer and approximately equal to that of a
protein-like chain. Note also that the same relation holds for the energy
level of the globular state. Such a small difference of the globular state
energy level seems to be due to the small chain length.

27

Figure 12. Temperature dependence of the average energy for a — membrane polymer,
b — random HP -copolymer, c — protein-like chain.

28

Figure 13. Temperature dependence of the average square of the radius of inertia for a
— membrane polymer, b — random HP -copolymer, c — protein-like chain.
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Figure 14. Temperature dependence of the relative fluctuation of the chain energy for a
— membrane polymer, b — random HP -copolymer, c — protein-like chain.
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Figure 15. Temperature dependence of the relative fluctuation of the radius of inertia for
a — membrane polymer, b — random HP -copolymer, c — protein-like chain.
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2.3

Microsegregation in a globule

During the ”coloring” procedure (Fig. 11) we assigned indexes P1 and P2
to the P -type monomer units located in the upper and lower hemisphere,
respectively. After unfolding of the globule into a coil and the following
collapse of the chain back to the globule state we traced the position of the
marked units (see Fig. 16). We found that the units initially located in one
hemisphere at the moment of ”coloring” mostly remained close to each
other, whereas those initially located in opposite hemispheres remained
separated. Figure 17 shows a typical chain conformation.

Figure 16. Scheme of chain transformation from the coil state to the globule state. Typical
chain conformations at temperatures T = 4, 3.5, 3, 2.5, 2 fixed during cooling are shown.
Monomer units of type H are colored gray, P1 -type — black, and P2 -type — white.

The phenomenon of microsegregation, i.e. spatial separation of monomer
units of different types within one molecule was found experimentally and
described theoretically several years ago [20, 21, 22, 23]. However, in the
32

cases described in these References, microsegregation was based on the
difference of interaction potential between the different types of monomer
units. In our studies separation was observed among units equivalent in
point of interaction energy. Thus separation of the units was due only to
the properties of the sequence itself.

Figure 17. Typical conformation of the chain with sequence modelling the structure of a
membrane protein: a) directly after the ”coloring”; b) after the transformation to the coil
state and back to the globular state. Monomer units of type H are colored gray, P1 -type
— black, and P2 -type — white.

To obtain the numerical estimate for a chain with length N = 250
monomer units we studied the temperature dependence of the number of
contacts between monomer units of P -type located in different hemispheres
and in the same one at the moment of ”coloring”. Figure 18 shows the number of such contacts per chain. In case of a Gaussian chain the maximum
number of contacts between P -type units originating from different hemi33

spheres is

¡ NP ¢2
2

, and between those from the same one is 2× 12 N2P

¡ NP
2

¢
−1 ,

where NP is number of P -type units. These values have the same order of
magnitude according to the large parameter NP , therefore no additional
renormalization is required.
We can see that the number of contacts of both types increases with the
temperature decrease. This can be explained by the transition to a dense
globular conformation. However, the number of the contacts between units
located at the moment of ”coloring” in the same hemisphere grows faster.

Figure 18. Temperature dependence of the number of the contacts between P -type units
located at the moment of ”coloring” (a) in the same hemisphere (b) in different hemispheres.
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2.4

Analysis of subsequence length histograms

Since the energetic interaction cannot explain the spatial microsegregation, then it can probably be due to the sequence structure. We have
studied the histograms of lengths of blocks containing only H-type units.
Such blocks were divided into the following two groups: 1) H-blocks limited by the P -type units belonging to the same hemisphere; these were
called ”loops” or ”diving” subchains, because they dive into the nucleus
and emerge again in the same hemisphere (Fig. 19, a); 2) H-blocks limited
by the P -type chains belonging to different hemispheres; these were called
”bridges” or ”transiting” subchains (Fig. 19, b), since they pass the inner
layer through, connecting thus the opposing hemispheres.
Histograms for ”diving” and ”transiting” H-type blocks for various relations of the number of H and P units are shown in Figure 20. We can
see that the ”loop” length is small on the average, and the probability for
such subsystem to have unit length is maximal. The most probable length
for ”bridge” type blocks is greater than unity. It naturally depends on the
ratio of the numbers of H and P -type units, i.e. on the thickness of the
layer formed by H units.
Thus the simplest explanation of the microsegregation effect can be as
follows. After the transition from the globular state into the coil state
and back again the core of H units is formed first, because the interaction
between such units is twice as strong as that between other unit types.
Then the layer of P units is folded around the core thus forming a single globule. During the formation of the H core the ”diving” subchains
having small length cannot pass through the core and exit on the side
of their entrance and thus remain the subsequences of the ”loop” type.
The P -type monomers limiting such H blocks subsequences are therefore
located close to each other in the resulting conformation (in the initial conformation they also belonged to the same hemisphere). The ”transiting”
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Figure 19. Types of blocks of H-type monomer units a) ”loops” b) ”bridges”.
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Figure 20. Histograms of lengths of blocks of H-type monomer units: a) ”loops” b)
”bridges”. The dependencies for different ratios of H-units are shown with different
symbols.

H-subchains have sufficient length to pass through the core and can therefore remain the ”bridge” type subsequences. This means that they allow
remote positions of the P units that belonged to different hemispheres in
the initial conformation. Thus we can see that the initial structure of the
”parent” conformation is recovered.
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3

Protein-like HP-copolymers with saturating bonds

In the present paper we consider the influence of additional interactions
(like saturating bonds between certain units) on the ability of a protein-like
copolymer to recover the structure of the ”parent” globule.
3.1

Model and algorithm

Monte Carlo technique and the fluctuating bond model [33, 34, 35, 36,
37] were used in the present Chapter. A single macromolecule containing
N monomer units is considered.
The potential of volume interaction between units corresponding to the
hydrophobic-polar (HP -) model [26] is introduced for the modelling purposes. Energy εαβ , where α, β = H, P is the monomer unit type is at√
tributed to a pair of units located at a distance less than 6 (in units of
the lattice spacing of a simple cubic grid) from each other (see Fig. 21).
√
This set contains all the possible vectors with length not exceeding 6.
Energy of each pair of monomer units is summed to get the energy of the
P
given conformation E =
εαi αj , where the summing is performed over all
ij

the pairs located in the first coordination sphere, and αi is the type of the
ith unit. We used the following values εP P = 0, εHP = 0, εHH = −1. Thus
the hydrophobic units attract each other, whereas the polar monomer units
interact with each other and with hydrophobic units only via the excluded
volume interaction.
Each Monte Carlo step (MCS) consists of N attempts of moving the
monomer units.
A part of the HP -copolymer sequences studied in the present paper was
prepared using the concept of conformation-dependent sequence design of
HP -copolymers [3, 4]. The ”core-shell” coloring procedure was used, i.e.
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Figure 21. Monomer units located within the sphere of the potential interaction with the
given unit.

P index was assigned to the surface units of the homopolymer globule, and
H index to the inner ones. An additional saturating interaction between
several pairs of hydrophobic H-units was also introduced.
One of the main reasons for the unique structure of natural proteins is
hydrogen bonds between the monomer units. The saturating bond model
was used in this dissertation to describe the behavior of the protein-like
copolymers. According to this model, each monomer unit can interact only
with a single unit among all units located within the interaction sphere. In
other words, after the bond between two units is formed, the presence of
other monomer units in their vicinity would not change the total energy of
the system. Saturating bond is a model potential used in the theoretical
studies [6] and in large-scale modelling of copolymers, which form structures similar to those of natural polymers [7]. We expected that introduction of such additional selective interactions could lead to an enhancement
of the ability of the protein-like copolymers to recover their initial globular
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Figure 22. Preparation of a protein-like HP-copolymer with saturating bonds.

structure.
The initial conformation of the homopolymer chain with length N =
128 in a coil state (Fig. 22, a) at temperature T = 2 (which is below
the coil-globule transition) collapses into a globule (b). Then index H
(hydrophobic)is assigned to the units located in the core of the globule,
and index P is assigned to all the other units (c). The composition of the
chain was assumed 50% of H-type units and 50% of P type units. After
that several pairs of hydrophobic units were chosen among hydrophobic
units located within the interaction radius of the saturating bond, which
are however not immediate neighbors along the chain. The ability to form
a saturating bond is assigned to such pairs. The total number of monomer
units able to form the saturating bonds was taken M = 16. Thus the
protein-like HP-copolymer with saturating bonds is ready for further study
(d).
Saturating bond was modelled by introduction of an additional Monte
Carlo steps into the simulation procedure. During the bond-creation step
the pair of units able to form a saturating bond but still free have a possibility to form this bond with probability proportional to the Boltzmann
factor. The studies were performed for the energy of a single saturating
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bond εSB = −1. Bond-breaking step allows to break one of existing bonds.
In local moves the existing bond is considered rigid and unbreakable. Due
to step separation and satisfying the condition of microscopic reversibility
(detailed balance) during each step, the suggested algorithm as a whole
satisfies the detailed balance condition, too (for details, see Appendix A).
Anisotropic saturating potential was also used in further studies. In
case of such potential two monomer units can form the saturating bond
only when the two planes determined by these units and their immediate
neighbors along the chain are parallel (see Fig. 23). The corresponding
changes were introduced into the bond formation procedure and the unit
”coloring” procedure. Since the effective width of the potential well decreases in case of such modification of potential, the depth of the potential
well was increased up to εSB = −5.

Figure 23. Scheme of anisotropic saturating bond formation. The monomer units forming
the bond are shown black, and their immediate neighbors along the chain are shown gray.

Enhanced sampling using the second lattice [38] was applied to study
the globular conformation of the considered copolymer more effectively.
The main idea of this method consists in creation of an additional lattice
with cells having four coordinates, and the fourth coordinate differing from
those in the initial lattice. Monomer units are allowed to move between
the sublattices via an additional step that changes this fourth coordinate.
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Monomer units belonging to different sublattices do not interact with each
other. This decreases the effective density of units in each sublattice in
comparison with the initial three-dimensional case. This leads to an intensive mixing of the monomer units. Introducing an external field acting
on the units of the additional lattice can make the complete chain return into the initial lattice. Thus we obtain a 3-dimensional conformation
strongly differing from the previous one. The additional steps for moving
the monomer units between the lattices and accounting for the action of
the external field require computational efforts. However, this technique
allows obtaining a new independent conformation with an overall economy
of the computer time.
3.2

Results

The dependence of the average potential energy hEi of the proteinlike HP-copolymer with saturating bonds on the inverse temperature are
shown in Figure 24 in comparison with those for protein-like and random
copolymers. Analogous dependencies of the average radius of inertia of the
chain hRgyr i are shown in Figure 25.
We can see that the general properties of the coil-globule transition
for protein-like copolymers with saturating bonds and without them are
practically the same, but they differ from those of random copolymers.
Thus we can assume that the general structure of the globule did not
change essentially after the introduction of saturating bonds. Comparison
of the volume interaction energy (hEvol i(Ttr ) ≈ −150) at the transition
point) and the maximum energy of saturating interaction ( M2 × εSB = −8)
confirms this assumption. Such a small variation of the total energy cannot
lead to an essential change of the conformation.
Further we studied the structure of the saturating bonds reformed during the coil-globule collapse. We measured the number of the saturating
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Figure 24. Average potential energy vs. inverse temperature: a) protein-like HPcopolymer with monomer units able to form saturating bonds, b) protein-like copolymer,
c) random copolymer.
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Figure 25. Average radius of inertia of the chain vs. inverse temperature: a) proteinlike HP-copolymer with monomer units able to form saturating bonds, b) protein-like
copolymer, c) random copolymer.

Figure 26. Histogram of the number of saturating bonds in the system (left) and those of
them that existed in the ”parent” conformation (right) at various temperatures.
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Figure 27. Histogram of the number of saturating bonds in the system (left) and those of
them that existed in the ”parent” conformation (right).

bonds in the system and compared it with the number of those coinciding
with the bonds present in the ”parent” conformation. Corresponding histograms are shown in Figure 26. Comparison of these histograms shows
that, independent on the temperature and thus on the average number of
saturating bonds in the system, the bonds that existed in the ”parent”
conformation are not recovered.
As it was described above, anisotropic properties were introduced in the
saturating bond model in order to increase the selectivity of this potential
and thus to enhance the ability of the macromolecule to recover the initial
structure of the globule. To compensate for the decrease of the effective
size of the potential well, its depth εSB was increased. The number of units
able to form such saturating bonds was also decreased to M = 8.
Histograms of the number of anisotropic saturating bonds in the system
and those of them that existed in the ”parent” conformation are shown in
Figure 27.
At a temperature low enough such that all the saturating bonds were
formed (1/T = 1.4), only one of them existed in the ”parent” conformation. This indicates greater selectivity of the anisotropic potential and
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better reestablishment of the initial structure. However, the ratio of the
reestablished bonds is too low to evidence the recovery of the initial globule
structure. We expect that increasing the chain length and the number of
the units able to form the saturating bonds in the simulation procedure
should allow better reestablishment of the initial structure.
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4

Aggregation of protein-like copolymers in the
hydrophobic-amphiphilic model

It is well known that in most of real amphiphilic polymers each monomer
unit has a dual (hydrophobic-hydrophilic) nature. Thus a repeating monomeric unit often considered as purely hydrophobic or purely hydrophilic
contains in fact both hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts. Many aminoacids
also contain both hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups. Therefore, strictly
speaking, the interaction between such aminoacidic bases in proteins can
not be reduced to purely hydrophilic or purely hydrophobic interactions as
it is assumed in the usual HP model [39, 40]. In this model an amphiphilic
polymer is treated as a chain where H and P groups are point interaction centers linearly distributed along the chain. HP bead-rod model is
very simple and effective for the purposes of computer simulation. However, its principal drawback is representation of each monomer unit of an
amphiphilic chain as a point interaction center.
An enhanced version of the HP model was suggested recently [9] in order to remove this drawback. This enhanced 3-dimensional model, being a
generalization of the HP -model suggested by K. F. Lau and K. A. Dill [39],
explicitly accounts for the amphiphilic nature of the hydrophilic segments.
It represents the hydrophobic backbone and hydrophilic side groups of a
polyamphiphilic molecule as osculating spheres. Thus the hydrophobicpolar (HP ) ”dumbbell” structure can be treated as a single amphiphilic
group A. This model was used in Ref. [9] to study homopolymers consisting
of amphiphilic monomer units. Computer simulation has shown that this
simple modification of the HP model can lead to non-trivial implications
for folding of a single chain of an amphiphilic polymer. This can also lead
to the formation of various structures in poor solvents, depending on the
parameters of interaction between the hydrophobic and hydrophilic units.
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Such thermodynamically stable anisotropic structures as disk-like, cylindrical, and stretched necklace conformations have not been observed in such
systems before. Note that these compact microstructures are formed due
to the strong intramolecular separation of chemically different H and P
centers that tend to minimize the number of H − P contacts, which are energetically disadvantageous for H-centers in a poor solvent. The resulting
structure contains a core formed predominately by hydrophobic H-centers
surrounded by a thin dense ”shell” consisting mostly of hydrophilic P centers. In general, such structure is characteristic for globular proteins; it
enables their solution in water and prevents their aggregation in solutions.
Therefore we believe that following this outline allows to build a model
of copolymers leading to the formation of non-aggregating heteropolymer
globules. The ultimate goal of this effort is learning to control the chemical
composition of the polymers and the external conditions so that to prevent
the aggregation process.
The previously discussed model (studied in point of aggregating ability
in Ref. [9]) was generalized in this Chapter for the case of copolymers
containing both purely hydrophobic (H) and amphiphilic (A) groups. Such
copolymer were called HA-copolymers. This generalized model was used
in computer simulation of regular HA copolymers and quasirandom HA
copolymers with protein-like sequences [3]. The main purpose was studying
the stability of chains against aggregation in a poor solvent for hydrophobic
groups. Many-chain systems in a selective solvent were studied for this end.
Solution morphology and the properties of such systems depend on the
primary structure of the copolymer, temperature, and concentration, as
well as on the parameters of interaction between the system’s components.
4.1

Model and simulation technique

A schematic representation of the model copolymer is shown in Figure 28.
Continuous space model was applied in computer simulation in contrast to
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the widely used lattice models, because the dynamics in the latter case is
primarily discrete and has a rather random character, so that the relaxation processes in a dense globular state are very slow. Each hydrophobic
monomer unit (H) is treated as a single interaction center (bead). Each
amphiphilic group (A) is modelled by a ’dumbbell” consisting of H and P
beads connected by a rigid bond of a fixed length. Hydrophobic units are
linearly connected to each other and to the H-center of the amphiphilic
groups and form the backbone of the copolymer. HA composition was
taken to be ca. 1 : 1. More exactly, the copolymer having a hydrophobic
backbone of length N contains also (N + 1)/2 hydrophilic beads connected
to the backbone. The total number of beads in the chain N was(3N +1)/2.
The following copolymers with different distribution of units along the
chain were modelled: (i) regular copolymers containing alternating H and
A units, (HA)x , and (ii) quasirandom protein-like copolymers with a frozen
primary structure.

A
[

H

H

]x

P
Figure 28. HA-model of amphiphilic copolymers: regular copolymer. Each hydrophobic
monomer unit is treated as a single interaction center (bead); each amphiphilic group (A)
is represented by a ”dumbbell” structure consisting of interconnected hydrophobic (H)
and hydrophilic (P ) beads.

Time evolution of the system is determined by the Newton equation
solved using the molecular dynamics (MD) technique [41]. Bond length in
the given macromolecule during MD modelling was strictly set to b = 1.0
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using RATTLE algorithm [42].
Excluded volume between any non-connected particles is accounted for
by the repulsive part of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential. This repulsive or
basis interaction was determined by the decomposition of the complete LJ
6-12 potential as suggested by J.D. Weeks, D. Chandler, and H.C. Andersen
(WCA) [43]:
¸
 ·³ ´12 ³ ´6
 4ε
σ
− rσij + 14 , rij ≤ r0
rij
(4.1)
uev (rij ) =

0,
rij > r0 ,
where r is the distance between two interacting particles, and r0 = 21/6 σ
is the cut-off radius of the potential. Parameter ε determines the interaction strength and controls the energy scale, whereas σ determined the
wavelength scale. The values of σ = ε = 1 for all interactions are assumed.
Thus all the results are represented in terms of these natural units. In addition to the excluded volume potential (Eq. 4.1), the non-connected beads
interact via Yukawa-type potential, which was used in the following form:
us (rij ) =

εαβ σ
f (rij , rc )H(rc − rij ).
rij

(4.2)

Here f (rij , rc ) = [1 − (rij /rc )2 ] is the screening function, H(r) is Heaviside step function, and the parameter εαβ = (εHH , εP P , εHP ) gives the
amplitude of the non-local central interactions, and rc is screening length,
i.e. the distance from the interaction center to the cut-off of these interactions. In the model under consideration this potential describes shortrange hydrophobic-hydrophilic interaction via solvent. Characteristic values of the energy of H − H, H − P , and P − P interactions are considered as variable parameters (all the energies are measures in terms of
ε). When εαβ = 0, then there is no additional repulsion (attraction) between the beads in the chain except that corresponding to the excluded
volume potential (Eq. 4.1). Negative value of the εHH parameter is used
to stimulate the chain collapse. Non-zero (positive) values of εHP and εP P
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characterize the H − P and P − P repulsion and stimulate the intrachain
separation of H and P beads. The following is assumed for simplicity:
εHP = εP P = −εHH ≡ Ψ, where Ψ expresses the strength of interaction
between the bonds. The behavior of the chains in a selective solvent (which
is poor for H centers and good for P centers) was modelled using the energy
parameters discussed above.
The solvent particles were not included in the model explicitly, because
the considered properties of the system were determined by the polymer
alone. In order to model the solvation effects and time evolution of the
solution in contact with the thermal reservoir having temperature T , the
term accounting for dissipation was included in the equation. The term
Ri , accounting for non-correlated Langevin noise, was also added. It is
related to the solvent viscosity Γ via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
hRαi (0)Rαi (t)i = 2Γi kB T σ(t), where α = x, y, z; i = 1, 2, . . . , nN , T is the
reference temperature, and n is the number of chains in the system. This
term guarantees that the temperature remains constant [41]. Parameter Γ
was supposed to depend on the solvent-accessible surface areas, (SASA).
In order to find the SASA value for the given configuration, analytical
calculation of the surface area Si for each bead was performed [44]. Once
Si is known, Γi was calculated according to the relation Γi = Γ0 Si /Smax ,
where Smax is the maximum surface area for the unit in the model under
consideration. Reference value Γ0 was supposed to be unity.
In order to compare this model with the traditional theoretical approaches to studying the polymeric solutions, it would be useful to consider
the following partial virial coefficients as the integral measure of the solvent
quality:
Z
(2)
vαβ (εαβ )

rc

= 2π

{1 − exp [−uαβ (r)/kB T ]} r2 dr,

(4.3)

0
(2)

where uαβ (r) = −uev (r) + us (r) and α, β = H, P . Using vαβ (εαβ ), we
(2)
(2)
determined the normalized values vαβ = 14 vαβ (εαβ )/vαβ (0) and introduced
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the following linear combination:
χ
e = vHP − (vHH + vP P )/2

(4.4)

In principle this parameter corresponds to the interaction type used in simple lattice systems, such as Flory-Huggins theory [45]. In contrast to the
standard Berthelot rule for the energy parameters εαβ , the combination of
Eq. 4.4 allows to introduce arbitrary additional interactions between the
units of α and β types, while preserving the interaction between the units
of the same type unchanged. The parameter χ
e is similar to the FloryHuggins interaction parameter χ and gives an integral characteristic of the
solvent quality. Whereas the relative forces of H − H, H − P , and P − P
interactions determine the separation of H and P units in compact (globular) conformations, the integral interaction parameter (Eq. 4.4) controls
the compactness degree of these conformations, as well as aggregational
properties of the copolymer. In particular, for an athermic good solvent
(ε > 0, χ = 0) we obtain vαβ = 0 and χ
e = 0. This state can be considered
a reference point. The value ε = χ = 0 leads to a phantom chain. Interaction parameter increases with the temperature decrease for given χ > 0
and ε > 0. In a real system, when the temperature is fixed, the changes
in χ
e can be caused by a change of the solvent composition, e.g., change in
the concentration of a denaturing agent. In principle for a given solvent
and temperature the value of χ
e can be determined from the temperature
effects in transfer experiments. The greatest values of χ
e (e
χ & 1) in the
model under consideration correspond to a poor solvent (see discussion below). Solvent quality decreases with the decrease of T or the increase of
χ
e.
The following computational strategy was applied to obtain a single
protein-like HA copolymer:
(i) A homopolymer of length N with a random configuration without
self-intersecting is generated.
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(ii) Chain folding is performed for εHH = −3 and T = 1. Then we let
conformation evolve towards equilibrium state for 5 × 105 integration
steps, which is more than enough for a coil-globule transition. The
resulting homopolymer globule is in a liquid state, i.e. a high enough
temperature is taken to prevent rigid freezing.
(iii) The globule surface undergoes a chemical reaction (polymer-analogous
transformation) during the molecular dynamic modelling. This means
that the monomer units on the surface acquire amphiphilic properties
instead of hydrophobic ones: H + P → A. This process is modelled
with step-by-step chemical reaction of P -monomers addition to the
hydrophobic backbone chain. Algorithm modelling the reaction in a
three-dimensional chain accounts for the periodical boundary conditions. A hydrophobic homopolymer globule and N free hydrophilic
monomers are initially placed into the cell. H and P monomers
are supposed to be monofunctional, and the orientation of individual functional groups in monomers are not discriminated. When a
freely diffusely moving P -monomer comes within the given distance
Rmin (”reaction radius”) of an H monomer unit of the chain, bond
is formed between them. The reaction radius is Rmin = b ± δ, where
δ = 0.01σ. Thus a hydrophilic monomers is allowed to be attached
to the chain when the corresponding distance r lies within the range
b−δ ≤ r ≤ b+δ. The reaction is considered as a sequence of alternating steps: addition of a new P monomer to the chain and following
chain relaxation. Note that the reaction time τR , left for relaxation
between the two sequential monomer additions can be used as a control parameter to obtain sequences with different parameters. The
process terminates when a given number of hydrophobic units is converted into A type. Thus the composition of the resulting polymer
is fixed so that the chain contains N hydrophobic and (N + 1)/2
amphiphilic monomer units, and the initial copolymer structure is
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frozen. This results in a ready protein-like amphiphilic globule with
a ”core-shell” structure
The copolymer globule was multiplied 27 times to obtain a many-chain
system. Identical images of the initial globule were placed into a regular
simple cubic lattice without overlapping and randomly re-oriented. Then
we let the resulting system evolve towards relaxation for a long time. During the initial stage renormalization of velocities was performed at each
time step of the system in order to compensate for the huge amount of
heat released by the system.
Equation of motion combined with the condition of fixed bond length
p
were solved using Newton iteration procedure with time step ∆t = 0.01σ m/ε,
where m = 1 is the mass of a single unit. Ray-trace technique was used to
find the neighboring particles for calculation of volume interactions [46].
Then the energy parameters εαβ were fixed and the reference temperature
T was changed in the range of 0.5²/kB up to 4²/kB . This corresponds
to the interaction parameter χ
e range of 0.38 up to 4.06. As it was mentioned above, the changes in T or χ
e are directly connected to the changes
in solvent quality. Changing the interaction parameter χ
e allows to study
a wide range of solvent qualities. Good solvent corresponds to domination
of excluded volume effects at small χ
e, whereas in poor solvent (when χ
e
is large) the chains are collapsed. Note that the change in χ
e during the
modelling caused changes both in the hydrophilic repulsion strength, and
the intensity of the short-range hydrophobic attraction. This means that,
similar to the real experiment, changing χ
e has a rather complex influence
on all the important characteristics of the system,
Chains with relatively short backbone (N = 127) were used in the experiment. Cubic cell with periodical boundary conditions used in modelling
contained n = 27 copolymers (the total number of beads nN = 5157).
Modelling a greater number of chains is necessary to obtain more exact
results, however, this requires more computational resources. Due to the
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limitation of the latter, the number of chains in our simulations was limited
to 27. Cubic cell size was Lbox = 25σ; its volume was V = L3box . Number
density of beads ρ = nN/V = 0.33σ −3 was large enough to correspond to a
semi-diluted solution (here the term ”density” is equivalent to ”concentration”). Note that the classical chain overlapping density ρ∗ ∝ N/( 43 πRg3 ),
where Rg is the average radius of inertia of the chain in a good solvent, can
be estimated as 6 × 10−2 σ −3 for the model under consideration. The initial
system was allowed to evolve towards equilibrium for 2 × 106 time steps,
then time averaging of the observable values began. The equilibrium state
was checked by comparing the results of simulation runs launched from
different initial configurations and by increasing the number of simulation
steps. The usual duration of time averaging was 2 × 105 time steps.
4.2

Results

The systems of 127-unit regular and protein-like copolymers were modelled
for a series of parameter χ
e in the range of 0.46 up to 4.06. Single chains can
form dense conformation when χ
e grows under such conditions. For greater
χ
e essentially exceeding the critical value χ
e∗ of globule formation, a manychain system can be frozen in a metastable state. Therefore we performed
simulations only in the vicinity of the coil-globule transition temperature.
In order to prevent the formation of metastable states, especially for
large χ
e (or for low temperatures, T ≤ 1.0ε/kB ), most of the runs was performed from a series of different initial states. In some of the runs the system started to evolve from the state with a random distribution of chains in
coil state inside the box and χ
e = 0. This system can be considered a reference system which was net yet ”colored”, i.e. the additional interactions of
(Eq. 4.2) between H and P -centers are set to zero, and χ = 0. Then after
a long equilibration the interaction parameter χ
e was reduced very slowly to
the required level. The procedure was reversed in other runs. In this case
the system started evolving from an ordered configuration with collapsed
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chains and large interaction parameter χ
e. The required thermodynamical
state was obtained then by decreasing χ
e. Cross-correlation functions and
statistical structural factors providing information about density distribution and ordering of the system, as well as internal energy, radius of inertia,
etc., are among the values important for our study.
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Figure 29. Time evolution of (a) potential energy per particle, V = U/εnN (where U is
the total potential energy, calculated for each time step) and (b) square of the radius of
inertia of a single chain in a many-chain system of 127-unit amphiphilic copolymers with
a regular sequence of H and A groups.

It was found that in the modelled many-chain system the transitions
between the states with different temperatures corresponding to the unfolded and dense polymer conformations are thermodynamically reversible.
Consider e.g. the transition between the low-temperature regime (globu56

lar state, T = 1.0ε/kB ) and the high-temperature regime (coil state, T =
4.0ε/kB ), and then back to the low-temperature regime (T = 1.0ε/kB ). After each of these runs the temperature was steadily increased (decreased)
and then kept stable for equilibrating at the higher (lower) temperature.
Figure 29 shows the time variations of the specific potential energy V =
U/εnN (where U is the total potential energy, calculated for each time
step, and the square of the radius of inertia for the many-particle system
containing 127-unit amphiphilic copolymers with a regular sequence of HA
groups. We can see that the temperature transitions between the globular
and coil states are thermodynamically reversible. This proves that the system is not stuck in a metastable state. The same is true for a protein-like
copolymer. Below we shall concentrate on the system’s morphology that
characterizes these temperature regimes.
It was found for both systems that the high-temperature regime corresponds to a typical semi-diluted solution, where polymer coils strongly
overlap, and the swollen chains are entangled. In this case the hydrophobic attraction is not strong enough to keep the chains in the globular state
and they are distributed over the whole modelling cell. Judging by the
radius of inertia, the conformation of each chain is close to that of a single
chain. When the interaction strength increases, compression of the chain
is observed, and chain morphology changes essentially.
The technique based on creating three-dimensional Connolly surfaces [47]
was used for visual representation and analysis of the obtained configurations. Connolly surface is the geometrical locus of centers of the probe
particle rolled over the intersection of the Van der Waals surfaces of a
given particle ensemble. Connolly surfaces were generated for the hydrophobic beads subsystem using probe particle size of σ/2. This technique was used to study the morphology of the system as a whole. The
snapshot of the low-temperature configurations (e
χ = 4.06) shows that in
this regime the system is in the stability region of the single chain phase
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(b)

(a)

Figure 30. Snapshot showing three-dimensional Connolly surfaces generated for lowtemperature configurations (e
χ = 4.06) of the many-particle system containing 127-unit
amphiphilic copolymers with (a) regular and (b) protein-like distribution of H and A
groups along the chain. The surfaces were generated only for the hydrophobic bead
subsystem with probe particle size σ/2. The hydrophilic side groups are omitted for
convenience of representation.
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(Figure 30). This conclusion is made based on the results of a very long
run performed under equilibrium. The same qualitative physical picture
emerges when the modelling is repeated using different initial states: a
stable array of single globules is formed. The properties of the described
model of an amphiphilic polymer are similar in this respect to those of
charged hydrophobic-hydrophilic protein-like chains [48]. Modelling predicts formation of a special morphology with microphase separation, such
that the hydrophobic chain segments strongly attracted to each other form
intramolecular aggregates stabilized by a dense layer of hydrophilic beads.
It is clear that the microphase separation is due to the competition of
interactions, namely, strong attraction between the hydrophobic groups
and repulsion caused by the hydrophilic groups. The conclusion can be
as follows: intramolecular microphase separation prevents intermolecular
aggregation thus stabilizing the globule-containing solution [44].
Thus we observed a stable solution of non-aggregating polymer globules
in a poor solvent. The globules were well separated and formed a network
of particles similar to the colloid ones. The amphiphilic globules preserve
their form and size. This allows them supporting the morphological integrity even in a semi-diluted solution. Since the mean-square partial radii
2
of inertia calculated separately for hydrophilic and hydrophobic units (RgH
2
and RgP
) are known, we can determine the following characteristic ratio
2
2
ζ = RgP
/RgH
. This ratio accounts for both compactness and solubility of a
heteropolymer globule [49] (compactness is directly connected to the mean
size of the hydrophobic core, whereas the solubility should depend on the

size of the hydrophilic shell, which prevents aggregation). Figure 31 shows
the ratio ζ as an increasing function of the interaction parameter χ
e. The
physical picture is qualitatively the same for isolated chains, which has the
2
following explanation. Mean square radius of inertia RgP
decreases slower
2
than RgH
with the increase of attraction force between the H-segments.
This leads to the separation of the H and P segments and this facilitates
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the intramolecular microphase separation. This trend is more pronounced
for protein-like copolymers than for regular ones, which leads to the conclusion that the former should be better protected against intermolecular
aggregation than the latter.
We studied the local structure of the modelled system using various
pair correlation functions g(r) (PCF), including H − H, P − P correlation
functions, as well as chain-chain (CC) correlation functions, and structural
factors S(q). Chain-chain correlation functions describe the spatial distribution of the centers of mass of the copolymer chains. This helps to
understand the structural differences between the systems built of cylindrical and spherical globules. Using gcc (r) function we can determine how
close can two globules come to each other in a typical collision. We pay a
special attention to this property of the described PCF in the discussion
below.
Figure 32 shows function gcc (r) for several different χ
e. Though the
averaging was performed over rather long runs, the simulation results still
contain an essential statistical noise, especially at short distances. It seems
reasonable to expect that gcc (r) for interpenetrating chains should be constant equal unity for all lengths. However, we observe a non-random structure in the system. In particular, a minimum appears in correlation function at distances below ca. 4σ, for χ
e ≤ 1.0, when the polymers are in a
coil state. This minimum becomes wider for greater χ
e, and moves towards
greater distances (≈ (6 ÷ 8)σ). This indicates that polymers in globular
state cannot come closer to each other than this distance. Note that in case
of globular state the critical distance is somewhat greater than the sum of
geometrical radii of two separate globules. On the other hand, chains in
a coil state can not penetrate each other completely freely. We can make
the following conclusion based on this observation: the repulsive interaction between the chains in globular state in a poor solvent is so great as
to prevent their merging into a single large cluster. Visual analysis of a
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Figure 32. Pair correlation function gcc (r) of the centers of mass of a many-particle system
formed by (a) regular and (b) protein-like amphiphilic copolymers for the three different
values of the χ
e parameter. The results obtained for a system with 27 ”soft balls” (see
text) are shown with dash-dot line.
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large number of snapshots similar to that shown in Figure 30 supports this
implication. It was also shown that the properties of the two systems under consideration differ in some details. In particular, the function gcc (r),
calculated for a system of regular copolymers at χ
e > 1.6, has two maxima
for smaller and greater distances, whereas in case of protein-like copolymers the maximum is single and well-defined. The correlation minimum
for protein-like copolymers is wider than for their regular counterparts. It
is clear that these features of the intermolecular pair correlation function
is connected to the difference in three-dimensional packing of folded chains
with different conformation (spheres and cylinders). The cylindrical globules can be arranged in a denser packing than the spherical ones in the
same volume. The first maxima in Figure 32 demonstrate this difference
in the structure. The position of the second maximum in Figure 32a, which
is weaker, can be connected to the distance along the cylinder axis. Analysis of the function gHH (r) also allows to conclude that the probability of
finding short intermolecular contacts between the hydrophobic centers is
greater in case of cylindrical globule than in case of spherical ones.
The following question arises in studying the protein-like copolymers:
whether packing of intramolecular aggregates leads to a liquid-type ordering or to the formation of an ordered body-centered cubic lattice (bcc)?
Some of the aspects of this problem can be estimated by comparing the
simulation results with the predictions of simplified models. We shall first
consider the ”soft ball” model, i.e. the model of large soft spheres interacting via the Lennard-Jones repulsive potential (Eq. 4.1), where the
parameter σ is assumed to be large. We used a model consisting of n = 27
spheres located in a cell with periodical boundary conditions and the same
dimensions as in the experiments described above. The size of the spheres
was gradually increased during the simulation from σ = 1 up to σ = 10,
so that after equilibrating the structure of the system was almost ideally
that of a cubic body-centered lattice. Note that in this case the strongly
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mutually repulsing large spheres could only fluctuate around their average
positions, but could not diffuse. The results of this simulation, namely,
the pair correlation functions g(r), are shown in Figure 32b. We can see,
that PCF obtained in such an essentially simplified model is close to the
center of mass PCF obtained for the system of protein-like copolymers in
a poor solvent. In particular, the positions of the basic peaks, r1 , are almost the same, r1 = 8.9σ. Thus the structural organization of the polymer
system under such conditions is close to a slightly deformed face-centered
cubic lattice formed by the soft ”swollen spheres”. Similar morphologies
are characteristic for strongly charged particles (e.g., they were observed in
a dense single-component plasma with strong electrostatic repulsion [50]).
Further evidences of formation of a stable non-aggregating structure of
globules similar to the strongly interacting charge-stabilized suspensions
or charged microgels [51, 52] can be obtained by analyzing the structural
factors characterizing the spatial organization of the system as a whole.
We calculated the statistical structural factor for hydrophobic units, SH (q),
giving a measure of the space rearrangement of the hydrophobic component
and defined as the following decomposition of the total structural factor:
Z NH Z NH
1
SH (q) =
hexp(iq · rαβ )i drαβ ,
(4.5)
NH α=1 β=1
where NH = nN is the number of hydrophilic units in the system. This factor SH (q) is normalized as follows: SH (0) = kB T ρH χT , where ρH = NH /V
is local density of hydrophobic units, χT is compressibility. Function SH (q)
is shown in Figure 33 for three different values of χ
e. We experienced certain technical problems connected to the strong influence of the effect of
limited size (especially for small wave numbers q) in obtaining data for
this Figure. However, we can clearly see in Figure 33 that in both cases
(regular and protein-like copolymers) the function SH (q) has an intensive
”small-angle” peak in the poor solvent regime. The value of H − H cor64
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e.
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relations is relatively insensitive to χ
e at χ
e < 1, and negligible compared
to the value observed in a poor solvent. The basic maximum of SH (q)
means that the systems are spatially inhomogeneous at the intermediate
scale connected to the average chain-to-chain distance. Well-defined peaks
are also observed in the diagram of the total structural factor for large
χ
e at approximately the same wave numbers as in SH (q) diagram. Scattering intensity increases with the thinning of the solution. The position
of the basic maximum q ∗ is determined by the chain-chain correlation at
approximately large distances and connected to the minima in correlations
shown in Figure 32 for chain-chain PCF. In fact, the characteristic wave
number q ∗ is determined by the average distance r∗ between the scattering
objects given by the Bragg condition r∗ = 2π/q ∗ . E.g., for χ
e = 4.06 we
obtain r∗ = 6.9σ and r∗ = 7.2σ for the systems of alternating and proteinlike copolymers, respectively. These values are close to the corresponding
correlation minima (see Figure 32). Assuming a uniform distribution of
non-aggregating spherical globules in the simulation box, we obtain the
√
following estimate: r∗ = Lbox / 3 n = 8.33σ. This value is close to the results discussed above. On the other hand, for uniformly distributed dimers
formed by the aggregated globules this distance can increase essentially
p
(r∗ = Lbox / 3 n/2 ≈ 11σ). It can be still greater for trimers and larger
aggregates. For the ”swollen sphere” system described above, we obtain
r∗ = 7.2σ. All these data prove that in this temperature regime we in
fact have a system single non-aggregating (or weakly aggregating) globules, which interact repulsively due to their dense hydrophilic ”shell”, as
it was shown in the previous Section.
Thus, we did not observe any agglomeration or phase separation in
a system containing amphiphilic globules in a hydrophobic-amphiphilic
model with side chains. This comes in contrast with the predictions of the
linear hydrophobic-polar model [8, 53, 54, 55, 56], which does not account
for the internal structure of the hydrophilic groups at all. The reason
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for this is quite simple. It is known, that low-molecular surfactants can
greatly increase the stability of polymers and are therefore widely used to
prevent aggregation of polymeric solutions [57]. The amphiphilic groups
that play the role of surfactants are included into the polymer chain itself
thus ensuring the stabilization effect.
The existence of separate globules is a dominating structural pattern
for both systems in a poor solvent. However, the formation of intermolecular aggregates was sometimes observed: separate amphiphilic globules
(unimers) can form pairs, trimers, and (though very seldom) multimers in
case of slow temperature decrease. Note that when periodic boundary conditions are used, the formation of periodical aggregates can serve to avoid
appearance of additional face surfaces thus increasing the volume/surface
ratio. Association and dissociation are the processes leading to the equilibrium distribution of the intermolecular aggregate size. In order to describe
this process, we analyzed the average aggregation numbers and cluster
size distribution function of W (M ), and estimated the corresponding free
energy characterizing the intermolecular aggregation.
During the modelling the amphiphilic chain was assumed to belong to
the intermolecular aggregate if any of its hydrophobic parts contacts the
hydrophobic part belonging to another chain. If no such intermolecular
contacts were observed, the existence of 27 separate chains in the system
was assumed. The size of thus defined aggregate is described by the aggregation number hM i, which is the average number of macromolecules in
P
the aggregate. This value can be calculated as hM i = M M W (M ) or
hM i = hmi/N , where hmi is the average size of the hydrophobic cluster
in the modelling box, and N is the hydrophobic chain length. It is clear
that in the absence of attraction between the hydrophobic centers (i.e.
for χ
e = 0) the time averaged distribution function of cluster size and the
corresponding average aggregation number are determined by the random
contacts between these centers and depend fist of all on the number den67

sity of such centers. In this case we can expect that hM i ¿ 1. In case of
an infinitely diluted solution of non-aggregating globules (for χ
e À 1) we
expect that hM i ≈ 1. The formation of intermolecular aggregates should
lead to hM i > 1.
We used several initial configurations in order to obtain reliable values of
hM i, and to test their possible dependence on the initial state. Cluster size
distribution function W (M ) was relatively independent on the initial configuration for separate globules and small aggregates. However, size and
distribution function of large aggregates strongly fluctuate. When large
clusters are formed, the equilibration of cluster size can require quite a lot
of time. The matter is that the detachment of a macromolecule from one
cluster and its floating towards another should be repeated many times
before an equilibrium is reached. In fact, obtaining a reliable statistics of
a large cluster distribution requires much greater computational resources.
However, the results for the average aggregation number seem quite reasonable, at least for the considered chain lengths and interaction parameter
range.
Further, taking into account the estimates for hM i given above, we analyze the simulation data for the two chain types at different values of χ
e
shown in Figure 34. We can see that according to the ”strict” definition
of a hydrophobic cluster used in our calculations (r ≤ r0 , see Eq. 4.1),
the protein-like globules form practically no aggregates: hM i ≤ 1 for the
whole range of considered χ
e. Certainly, the values of hM i are strongly
influenced by the choice of the contact distance r0 (they increase with the
increase of r0 ). In contrast to the protein chains, the chains of alternating polymers have a tendency towards formation of small aggregates with
hM i ≥ 2, when the hydrophobic attraction becomes essential. A thorough
study of snapshots confirms this conclusion. The snapshots also show that
cylindrical globules can be joined via their face ends, thus forming oblong
structures of linearly joined individual globules. One of the explanations
68
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for this can be as follows. The hydrophilic shell isolating the hydrophobic
core from the solvent is thinner at the cylinder face-ends than along its
sides. This is the first evidence of such microstructure formation. However, the characteristics and geometrical parameters of this packing could
not be thoroughly studied in this work due to the small size of considered
systems.
0.10
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Figure 35. Aggregate size distribution function in low-temperature regime (e
χ = 4.06) for a
many-chain system of an alternating (solid line) and protein-like (dashed line) copolymers.

Now we shall discuss the aggregate size distribution. Figure 35 shows
distribution functions of aggregate size calculated for the low-temperature
regime (e
χ = 4.06). We can see that the function W (M ) of a proteinlike system has a single narrow peak. Note that the peak is located at
M < hM i. This can be qualitatively explained by entropic advantage
of smaller clusters, so that the distribution lies to the left of the central
value. Simulation data show that the protein-like globules mostly exist
in a unimer form. In contrast to these results, formation of aggregates
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with various sizes is observed in the system of regular copolymers. The
aggregates co-exist with the unimers, though the latter dominate in the
system.
Another way to study the cluster formation process is to trace the
changes in the corresponding free energy ∆F . Following the standard
quasichemical approach [58], we shall treat the polymer solution as a multicomponent system. Intermolecular aggregates of various sizes (AM , M > 1)
in such systems co-exist in equilibrium with (A1 ), A1 À AM . These aggregates are considered as different components characterized by their own
concentration and chemical potential. These concentrations (or molar ratios) [A1 ] and [AM ] can be found by integrating the PCF of the center
of mass of the chains. Thence we can derive an estimate for the equilibrium constant K of the association and the difference in free energy
∆F between the chains belonging to the intermolecular aggregate and the
unimers. (The details of calculation are given in Appendix B.) The aggregation of chains is energetically advantageous at ∆F < 0. The existence
of unimers is advantageous at ∆F > 0 [59].
The calculated values of ∆F vs. the interaction parameter χ
e are shown
in Figure 36. We can see that decreasing temperature (or. equivalently, increasing the interaction parameter χ
e) causes the equilibrium A1 À
AM (M ≥ 2) in a system of protein-like copolymers move towards nonaggregating state. This is shown in Figure 36 as the increase of ∆F . The
increase of free energy is explained by the formation of a dense hydrophilic
energy around the spherical globule, which is a practically impenetrable
energy barrier that prevents aggregation. Chains are contracting as the
solvent quality decreases; this leads to the enhancement of the hydrophilic
”protective barrier”. On the other hand, aggregation free energy calculated for a system of alternating copolymers weakly depends on the solvent
quality and remains close to zero for all the studied range of the energy
parameter χ
e (see Figure 36). Such behavior can be explained based on
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the data concerning the conformational structure of this copolymer. Since
the cylindrical globules have a large surface/volume ratio, the hydrophilic
shell of an alternating copolymer is not dense enough to ensure a sufficient
protection against aggregation, such as can be observed in protein-like
copolymers. Such behavior can be expected based on the data shown in
Figure 31. Moreover, a detailed analysis of cylindrical globular conformation shows that there is almost no protective shell near the cylinder face
ends. These facts explain a more pronounced trend in alternating copolymers towards aggregation in solutions. Nonetheless, the similarity with the
case of protein-like copolymers is expressed by the absence of large-scale
aggregation of macromolecules, at least in the studied range of system
parameters.
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Conclusions

1. The properties of a single macromolecule of a hydrophobic-polar copolymer were studied by computer simulation using Monte Carlo technique. The primary sequence of the HP -copolymer was prepared
based on the conception of general structure of a membrane protein.
(a) The effect of microseparation of polar monomeric units differing
by the position in the initial (”parent”) conformation was found.
(b) A statistical analysis of the sequence was performed, and the simplest explanation of this effect was suggested.
2. The influence of additional interactions of saturating bond type between some of the chains on the ability to recover the globule structure
of a protein-like HP -copolymer was studied.
(a) Algorithms for modelling isotropic and anisotropic saturating bonds
using Monte Carlo technique were developed.
(b) It was shown that the inclusion of a small number of such bonds
into the structure of the initial (”parent”) globule does not cause
an essential increase of the ability to recover its structure.
3. Aggregative ability of protein-like hydrophobic-amphiphilic HA-copolymer
was studied by computer simulation using molecular dynamics technique. New model taking in account amphiphilic structure of monomer
units was used.
(a) A pronounced trend of copolymers with protein-like sequence of
amphiphilic and hydrophobic units towards formation of single
globules (without aggregation) was shown.
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(b) A clear tendency was shown for alternating copolymers to aggregate into interchain linear microstructures consisting of individual
cylindrical globules connected via their face ends.
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A

Microscopic reversibility of the modelling algorithm
for saturating bonds
When saturating bonds are present in the system, the state of the

system is dependent not only on the set of coordinates of all the particles
({xi , yi , zi }), but also on the bond chart, i.e. matrix ({aij }) that shows
what monomer units are involved into the saturating bond. Taking into
account the bond chart as a component of the state of the system becomes
essential in modelling the system with saturating bonds. This matrix is
defined as follows:
(
1, if there is a bond between i-th and j-th units
aij =
0, if there is no bond between i-th and j-th units.

(A.1)

Thus the state of the system is described by the set ({xi , yi , zi },
{aij }).
Introduction of the bond chart requires the introduction of additional
Monte Carlo steps, which change the bond chart, into the modelling procedure. We introduced two types of steps: creation and destruction of the
bond between the two monomer units. The step for creation of the bond
was realized as follows:
1. arbitrary choice of a unit able to form the saturating bond;
2. if the unit has already formed a bond then ⇒ step 5;
3. arbitrary choice of an neighboring unit from the set of those able to
form the saturating bond;
4. acceptance of the test step with Boltzmann probability
³ ε ´
SB
exp −
;
kT
5. end of Monte Carlo step.
The bond destruction step was performed as follows:
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1. arbitrary choice of a unit able to form the saturating bond;
2. if the unit is not forming a bond then ⇒ step 4;
3. acceptance of the test step with probability 1/Nn , where Nn is the
number of the monomer units neighboring the chosen one and able to
form a saturating bond;
4. end of Monte Carlo step.
The microscopic reversibility condition can be written in the form
µ
¶
µ
¶
E1
E2
p12 · exp −
= p21 · exp −
,
(A.2)
kT
kT
where p12 is the probability of transition from the state 1 (with energy E1 )
to the state 2 (with energy E2 ), and p21 is the probability of the inverse
transition. The transition probability can be represented in the form
p12 = α12 · p̃12 ,

(A.3)

where α12 is the probability to choose the state 2 during the test step from
the state 1, and p̃12 is the probability of accepting this step. We use the
standard Metropolis criterion p̃12 in our model:
µ
¶
∆E
p̃12 = exp −
,
kT

(A.4)

where ∆E = E2 − E1 .
In case of such a choice of p̃12 , matrix α12 should be symmetrical to
obtain the Boltzmann distribution of the observables. In our case of bond
formation α12 = 1/N Nn , where N is the number of units in the system,
which are able to form saturating bonds, and Nn is the number of neighbors
of the chosen unit, because we chose one of the N units in the system during
the step 2, and one of the Nn neighbors during the step 3. When the bond
is being destroyed, α21 = 1/N Nn , since we chose one unit of N during
the step 2, and then use the additional factor 1/Nn in the step acceptance
probability.
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Thus the additional steps we introduced to change the structure of the
formed saturating bonds satisfy the condition of microscopic reversibility
(detailed balance).
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B

Estimate of the aggregation free energy based on
the pair correlation function of the distances between the chains’ centers of mass

Aggregation of amphiphilic molecules into intermolecular clusters can
be described in the first approximation using the general approach to reversible coagulation [60]. Consider the volume V containing n amphiphilic
molecules. At each time moment a certain part of the n polymeric chains
can be joined in interchain aggregates of various sizes, so that the system
contains n1 free chains with concentration [A1 ] , n2 dimers with concentration [A2 ] , n3 aggregates of three chains with concentration [A3 ], etc. The
P
equivalence ini = n should be obeyed. Aggregation in a diluted solution
can be represented by the model of multiple aggregation [58, 61, 62, 63],
described by the following set of reactions:
+A1

+A1

+A1

+A1

A1 À A2 À . . . À AM À . . .

(B.1)

and the following kinetic equations:
∂[A1 ]/∂t = −k1 [A1 ]2 + k2 [A2 ],
∂[A2 ]/∂t = −k1 [A2 ][A1 ] + k2 [A3 ] + k1 [A2 ]2 − k2 [A2 ],
...
∂[AM ]/∂t = −k1 [AM ][A1 ] + k2 [AM +1 ] + k1 [AM −1 ][A1 ] − k2 [AM ],
(B.2)
where [A1 ] is the concentration of single chains at the given time, [Ai ] is the
concentration of aggregates containing i chains; k1 and k2 are the aggregation rate and dissociation rate constants, respectively. At the equilibrium
point we have the following relation:
−k1 [A1 ]2 + k2 [A2 ] = 0,
−k1 [A2 ][A1 ] + k2 [A3 ] + k1 [A2 ]2 − k2 [A2 ] = 0,
...
−k1 [AM ][A1 ] + k2 [AM +1 ] + k1 [AM −1 ][A1 ] − k2 [AM ] = 0.
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(B.3)

Here and below [Ai ] are the corresponding equilibrium concentrations of
particles in the system. Using the definition of the equilibrium constant
for the reversible aggregation reaction, K = k1 /k2 , Equation B.3 can be
rewritten in the form
[A2 ] = K[A1 ]2 ,
[A3 ] = [A2 ] + K[A1 ]([A2 ] − [A1 ]),
[AM +1 ] = [AM ] + K[A1 ]([AM ] − [AM −1 ]).

(B.4)

We can see that the differences between [Ai+1 ] and Ai form a geometric
series with ratio K[A1 ]:
[A2 ] = K[A1 ]2 ,
[A3 ] − [A2 ] = K[A1 ]([A2 ] − [A1 ]),
...
[AM +1 ] − [AM ] = K[A1 ]([AM ] − [AM −1 ]).

(B.5)

Taking into account that K[A1 ] ≡ [A2 ]/[A1 ] < 1, we can find the partial
sums of this series that determine the concentrations [Ai≥3 ]:
i
X
[Ai ] =
([Aj ] − [Aj−1 ]) + [A2 ] = [A1 ](K[A1 ])i−1 , i ≥ 3.

(B.6)

j=3

Thus the concentration of chains in all the aggregates in the system is
expressed as
CA =

∞
X

i[Ai ] = [A1 ]

∞
X

i=2

(K[A1 ])i−1 =

i=2

[A1 ]
− [A1 ].
(1 − K[A1 ])2

(B.7)

It is clear that the total concentration in the system is
C = CA + [A1 ] =

[A1 ]
.
(1 − K[A1 ])2

(B.8)

Then the ratio of chains included into the aggregates is determined as
φ=

CA
= 1 − (1 − K[A1 ])2 .
C
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(B.9)

So that

√
1−φ 1− 1−φ
K=
=
.
(B.10)
[A1 ]
C(1 − φ)
Finally, we obtain the following expression for the aggregation free energy:
√
µ
¶
1− 1−φ
∆G/kB T = − ln
.
(B.11)
C(1 − φ)
1−

√

This free energy characterizes the aggregates as a pseudophase, which is in
equilibrium with single chains.
The following question naturally arises: what effects allow the simplification of the model of an ideal multiple equilibrium applied here? The
equations given above are applicable, strictly speaking, only in the thermodynamical limit, when the volume tends to infinity, and intermolecular
aggregates are uniformly distributed over this volume, and also in the case
when correlation and fluctuation effects can be neglected. The issue of
applicability of these conditions to the system under consideration is not
completely clear. Besides, the equations B.3 can be solved analytically only
for the rate constants independent on the aggregate size. Note also that the
Equation B.1 describes only the most simple case of multiple equilibrium,
when the aggregates grow and decrease only by attachment or detachment
of a single macromolecule.
The ratio φ of the chains included into the intermolecular aggregates can
be estimated given the pair correlation function of the chains’ centers of
mass, gcc (r). Given gcc (r), we can derive the corresponding integral values,
n(r). They are determined as
Zr
gcc (x)x2 dx,

n(r) = 4πρc

(B.12)

0

where ρc is the total number density of the chains in the system, n/V . The
value n(r) is the average number of the chains located within distance r
from the given one. We suppose that the two chains belong to an interchain
aggregate, if their centers of mass are closer to each other than a certain
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characteristic distance Ra . In other words, n(Ra ) chains form a single
cluster. The volume ratio of intermolecular aggregates larger than a single
P
chain, φ(M >1) = M
i=2 φi , can be calculated from the relation
Z

Ra

φ=

Z

Lbox /2

2

gcc (r)r dr/
0

gcc (r)r2 dr,

(B.13)

0

where Ra ≤ Lbox /2, and Lbox is the size of the modelling box with periodic
boundary conditions. It is clear that the choice of Ra for a dense manychain system is quite free. We took the Ra to be equal to the characteristic
distance between non-interacting particles uniformly distributed with num√
ber density n/L3box , that yields in our case Ra = Lbox / 3 n = 8.33σ. There
are no clear arguments for such a choice, which corresponds to gcc (r) = 1.
The state with gcc (r) = 1 was considered as a reference one to decrease the
role of this choice.
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